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How to cook Quinoa? 
 
Quinoa is delicious and nutritious - but how to cook it? 
I got youuuuu - just follow these easy rules and you will have fluffy Quinoa 
in the desired amount everytime! 

How much cooking liquid? I say cooking liquid, because you can use water 
or veggie broth. The ratio is:  
1 part Quinoa + 2 parts liquid 

But how much will the yield be? 
Every 1 part of uncooked Quinoa - will yield 3 times that start amount once 
cooked. Meaning if you cook 1 cup of Quinoa it will yield 3 cups of cooked 
Quinoa. 

To make it a bit easier I added all that information in the below added 
table: 

     
     
Now that you know the quinoa to liquid ratio and what yield that will 
have, let’s go over the cooking instructions! 

Uncooked Quinoa + Cooking Liquid  = Cooked Quinoa 

1/4 CUP 1/2 CUP 3/4 CUPS

1/3 CUP 2/3 CUP 1 CUP

1/2 CUP 1 CUP 1  1/2  CUPS 

1 CUP 2 CUPS 3 CUPS
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Before anything RINSE the quinoa. Just make this a habit, always!  
This will remove the natural coating (called saponin) that quinoa has 
This natural coating can make the quinoa taste bitter or soapy.  
So get to rinsing and use a fine mess colanders/sieve  because those lil 
guys will go right down the drain if you use a regular colander/sieve. 
The quinoa fits through the holes of regular colanders, so you have 
been warned! Been there done that hahahahaha 
Rinse the quinoa for about 20 to 30 seconds and drain well.  

2. Grab a saucepan with a lid (a pot big enought to hold the quinoa and the liquid) and add 
the rinsed quinoa and cooking liquid. If desired add a sprinkle of salt.  

3. Bring the mixture to a boil, once it is boiling reduce the heat and allow 
the mixture to gently simmer for 15 to 20 minutes with the lid on. 
The cooking time will vary a bit depending on the amount of quinoa 
used. Make sure all the liquid has been absorbed before removing from 
the heat. And also give it a little taste, if the quinoa is not fully cooked 
but all the liquid is gone - just add a bit of water. Start with 2 TBL of 
liquid for every cup of dried quinoa used and allow the mixture to cook 
for 5 more minutes on low heat. 

4. Remove the pot with the lid still on from the heat. Allow the mixture to 
steam in the pot for 5 minutes, remove the lid and fluff the quinoa with 
a fork and serve/use as desired.  

Quinoa stores very well in the fridge (5 days). Just make sure that it is fully 
cooled before storing in the fridge or in the freezer.  
Yeeessss freezer, I freeze quinoa all the time.  
I freeze up to 1 month. 
But now that you have some cooked quinoa,  
keep on cooking and try one of our amazing  
quinoa dishes; like our Mango Fried Quinoa!  
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